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Judicial Conference, Tenth Judicial Circuit
Denver, Colorado
June 12, 13, 14, 1940
A judicial conference of the United States Courts for the Tenth
Circuit will be held at the United States Court Room, Post Office
Building, Denver, Colorado, on June 12, 13, 14, 1940.
OPEN SESSION ON JUNE 13
Judges of state courts and members of the bar and law school
faculties are cordially invited to the session on June 13, when the
program will be as follows:
PRETRIAL PROCEDURE
From the Judge's viewpoint-Honorable Alfred P. Murrab, Judge,
United States District Courts. Districts of Oklahoma.
From the Lawyer's standpoint-Honorable Claude Monnet, member Oklahoma Bar.
Discussion.
DEPOSITIONS AND INTERROGATORIES
Honorable J. 0. Seth, member New Mexico Bar.
Discussion.
THE NEW RULES AS INSTRUMENTS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Honorable J. Foster Symes, Judge, United States District Court
for Colorado.
THE CHARGE TO THE JURY
Honorable T. Blake Kennedy, Judge, United States District Court
for Wyoming.
Discussion.
THE FEDERAL RULES FROM THE STANDPOINT OF THE
COLORADO CODE
Honorable Philip S. Van Cise, member Colorado Bar, and chairman of the Colorado Bar Association committee on merging the
Code and Federal Rules.
Discussion.
"SWIFT v. TYSON-TWO YEARS AFTER"
Robert L. Stearns, President, University of Colorado, Boulder,
Colorado.

Supplementary Rules to
Rules of the District Court
RULES PERTAINING TO THE "MASTER DOCKET" FOR THE
DISTRICT COURT, SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT STATE
OF COLORADO, WHEREIN CIVIL ACTIONS ARE TO
BE TRIED BY A JURY

For the information of attorneys in civil actions that are to be
tried to a jury, attention is called to Section 108, Chapter 46, Volume 2,
1935 Colorado Statutes Annotated:
108. Powers of Judges Sitting Separately
While so sitting separately, the courts held by the several judges,
shall each of them be known as the district court of the county wherein
and wherefor such court may be held, and shall have the same power to
vacate or modify is own judgments, decrees or orders rendered or made
while so held, as if the said court were composed of a single judge; provided, that neither of said judges shall have power to vacate or modify a
judgment, decree or order rendered or made by another judge of the same
court.
RULE I. En Banc Sessions-PresidingJudge.
No changes.
RULE II. Civil and Criminal Divisions-Assignment of Judges and
Cases-Transferof Cases.
Section 1. No change.
Section 2. The Presiding Judge of the Court as selected in Rule I,
shall during the term of his office as such, preside over the Civil Division
to which assigned and such Division will be known as the "Assignment
Division" of this Court.
Section 3. Same as present Section 2.
Section 4. The Judge of any civil division to which cases have
been assigned, shall hear and determine all motions, demurrers and proceedings necessary to make up the issues in such causes, and after the
issues therein are made up, and said causes are ready for trial, he shall
make settings of all such causes for trial, except cases that are to be tried
to a jury; rules governing jury trials are otherwise provided for herein.
Section 5. Same as present Section 3.
Section 6. Same as present Section 4.
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RULE III. HabeasCorpus-Abatement of Nuisance.
No changes.
RULE IV. Preparation of Pleadings, Motions and Instructions-Reports of Receivers.
Section 1. Same as at present, except sub-paragraph (e) -(2) to
read as follows:
(2)
The number of the division of the Court to which the same
has been assigned for completion of the issues.
RULE V. Summons by Clerk-Praecipe.
No changes.
RULE VI. Order of Business-Motions of Course.
No changes.
RULE VII. Motions and Demurrers.
No changes.
RULE VIII. Setting Hearings on Motions and Demurrers.
Any party to an action may, upon due notice in writing to the
opposite party, or his attorney, apply to the Court, in the division to
which the case has beeen assigned to make up the issues, to have a
demurrer or motion therein set for hearing, and all such demurrers and
motions will be set for hearing on the first hearing day thereafter, or at
the convenience of the Court, in the order in which notices for setting
the same are presented and filed in said division.
RULE IX. Attorneys' Duties-Withdrawal of Appearance-Opening
Statements-Arguments-Examination of Witnesses.
No changes.
RULE X. Setting Cases for Trial on Notice.
Section 1. Any party to an action may, at any time after the issues
therein are ready for trial, apply to the Court to have the case set for
trial as herein provided.
(a) When any case is noticed for trial such notice shall indicate
whether the case is to be tried to the Court or jury. The opposing party
may endorse a written demand for a jury upon such notice. Should the
notice fail to indicate a demand for a jury by either party, a jury shall
be deemed to have been waived by both parties.
(b) In all cases where a jury has been waived, application to have
the cause set for trial, will be made to the Judge in the Division to which
the case was assigned to complete the issues. The Judge of such Division will set the same upon the trial docket of his Division.
(c) Should the application demand a jury, the notice will be presefited to the Presiding Judge, who will set the case for trial, upon the
"Master Docket," of the Court.
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Section 2. (a) Unless otherwise ordered by the Court, should
application be made by the plaintiff, and a jury demanded, a jury fee
in the sum of five dollars ($5.00) shall be advanced by said plaintiff
before such case is set for trial. Should the defendant cause the case to
be set for trial to a jury, the defendant shall pay to the Clerk of the Trial
Division, if the cause is to be tried to a jury of six or less, a jury fee in
the sum of five dollars ($5.00), before the said Clerk calls the jury.
(b) Should the party who requested, demanded, or caused, a case
to be set for trial to a jury, waive a jury, after the same has been placed
upon the "Master Docket," there shall be taxed as costs against such
party, the sum of five dollars ($5.00), and such costs shall not be
recoverable by said party should he recover a judgment.
(c) The Court may, in its discretion, order jury fees refunded,
in all cases where a jury fee has been advanced, when such cases are
settled and dismissed without a trial.
Section 3. When any case has been set for trial to the Court and
either party to the action, or the Judge, should demand, or deem a jury
necessary, such case will be referred to the Presiding Judge who will cause
the same to be set for trial upon the "Master Docket" upon payment of
the proper jury fee.
RULE XI. Jury Cases in Civil Divisions-Waiver of Jury Trial.
Section 1. (a) Unless otherwise ordered by the Court, jurors
shall report to the Presiding Judge of the Civil Divisions on the first and
third Tuesdays of February, March, May, October and November.
(b) The Presiding Judge of the Civil Divisions may, in his discretion, direct a sufficient number of jurors to report from time to time,
to the Presiding Judge of the Criminal Divisions, for service therein.
Section 2. For the purpose of jury trials in the Civil Divisions, all
cases set for trial to a jury, will when set for trial, by the Presiding Judge
of the Court, take their position on the "Master Docket," according to
the date application is made for setting.
Section 3. Unless otherwise ordered by the Court, all cases will
be set on the "Master Docket," for peremptory call, the last Tuesday
of January, April and September.
(a)
The Presiding Judge shall call the "Master Docket," on the
Tuesdays as herein provided for and on each Friday thereafter during
the months of February, March, May, October and November.
At the time of the peremptory call, or at any time thereafter when
the "Master Docket" is called, parties announcing as "Ready" shall have
the right to assignment for trial and the Presiding Judge shall at that
time assign as many cases as possible to the Judges of the Civil Divisions
for trial.
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The Presiding Judge shall have in his possession a-box containing
cubes with numerals thereon, by number such Divisions as are available
for trial. He shall draw or take from the box, without looking at the
numerals therein contained, a cube for each case to be assigned by him,
and as he draws the cubes, he shall make the assignment for the case
announced as "Ready" before him, in accordance with the number on
the cube.
After as many assignments as possible have been made, the remaining cases on the "Master Docket" announced as "Ready" shall retain their
relative places and shall be subject to twenty (20) hours notice for trial.
They shall be assigned by the Presiding Judge as rapidly as possible to
the Judges not engaged in trial.
(b) At the time of the peremptory call, or any other day thereafter when the Presiding Judge calls the "Master Docket," cases announced as "Not Ready," or where request is made that said cases "Stand
Pending Settlement," shall be continued until the next TERM of Court.
Applications for continuance on account of absent witness, or other
causes, must be made in writing, and must be presented at the first
opportunity; notice to the opposite side must be served that such application is being made. The matter of continuance will be acted upon,
and granted or denied, in advance of the assignment of the case for trial.
Motions for a continuance may be heard by the Presiding Judge, or sent
direct to another Judge for disposition of the application.
(c) Preferred cases may be set, or advanced on the "Master
Docket," by the Presiding Judge, or on formal application or motion.
Cases so set or advanced shall take preference over all other cases.
(d) When any Judge shall have finished the trial of any case, it
shall be his duty to immediately notify or cause the Presiding Judge to
be notified, that his division is ready for the assignment of another case;
Judges of each division shall send a report from time to time during
the trial of any cause, when in his opinion, the trial of the case then
pending before him will be terminated.
(e) Whenever a mistrial of a jury cause has been granted, such
case shall immediately be referred back to the Presiding Judge for reassignment, taking precedence on the "Master Docket" over all other
causes then awaiting assignment for trial. Such case may be then and
there assigned to the same division or the next division open for assignment of a cause for trial.
(f) Every jury case in which the trial division shall order a new
trial, and from which no appeal is taken from the order granting a new
trial, shall be referred back to the Presiding Judge to be placed upon the
"Master Docket" for re-assignment.
Every jury case which shall be appealed to the Supreme Court, and
by such Court remanded for a new trial, or other proceedings, shall be
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so remanded to the assignment division and remain in such division to
be re-set upon the "Master Docket," or such other action as the Court
may order.
Section 4. The Clerk to the Presiding Judge shall keep a trial
calendar and shall enter thereon all causes to be tried to a jury, such
calendar shall constitute the "Master Docket."
(a) Settings for trial to a jury shall be made by the Clerk to the
Presiding Judge under the supervision of such Judge.
(b) The Clerk to the Presiding Judge shall keep in contact with
each division, and the progress therein, and advise and otherwise make
all information available to all parties interested.
(c) The Clerk shall also give notice to counsel and others interested of the assignment or approaching assignment, of cases for trial.
Such notice shall be by 'phone call.
(d) The Clerk of the Court, shall designate a deputy clerk of his
office to assist the Clerk to the Presiding Judge in his duties during the
months of February, March, May, October and November and at such
other times as may be required.
Section 5. It shall be the duty of all attorneys having cases on the
"Master Docket," announced as "Ready" to maintain active contact
with the Court and to keep the Clerk to the Presiding Judge advised as to
where they may be reached by telephone.
(Adopted April 17, 1940.)

Docket Fee Tax Is About to Expire
The State of Colorado has collected in excess of $43,000.00 by
virtue of the $1.00 docket fee tax imposed upon all actions filed in the
court, according to an announcement made by Joseph G. Hodges, Chairman of the Docket Fee Tax Committee. This committee was appointed
at the last meeting of the Board of Governors to investigate the status
of that tax which was imposed by the legislature to pay part of the costs
of the recent compilation of the Colorado statutes. According to the
legislative provisions, a sum not Lin excess of $50,000.00 was to be
raised by the imposition of a tax of $1.00 upon each action filed in the
courts. The Committee further reported that the State is collecting
approximately $800.00 per month, and that when the total sum of
$43,000.00 has been collected the State Treasurer will advise the clerks
of the various courts not to collect the tax any longer.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
M ay
May
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18 ...................................................................................- L egal Institute at D elta
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1 ------------------------------------------------------------L egal Institute at D urango (T entative)
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Legal Institutes Highly Successful; Three More Meetings
Scheduled for Western Colorado
Final arrangements have been completed for a Legal Institute to
be held at Delta on May 18th, according to an announcement made
by William E. Hutton, Chairman of the State Bar Committee on Legal
Institutes. Further institutes are scheduled for Durango or Walsenburg for the First of June and Glenwood Springs for June 22nd.
The Delta meeting will feature lectures by Silmon Smith of Grand
Junction and Morrison Shafroth and Golding Fairfield of Denver.
The meeting at Glenwood Springs promises to be a "Little Annual
Convention" of the state bar, according to the present plans of the
committee working under C. H. Darrow. Special rates at the hotel

have been obtained for the institute. These rates which are based on
the American plan and include the banquet ticket will range from five
to six dollars per day per person. A gay nineties party, a bathing
beauty contest, and a sports carnival are also offered free to lawyers
attending the meeting. Tickets to the banquet for those not staying
at the hotel will be $1.50.
The Second Annual Institute of the Pueblo Bar Association was
held at Pueblo on April 13th, with 123 lawyers in attendance. The
Institute, which was sponsored by the Colorado Bar Association, was
opened by an address delivered by J. Glenn Donaldson of the Attorney
General's office, who spoke on transfer and inheritance taxes. His talk
was followed by a short address by Omar Garwood of Denver on free
trial procedure.
The evening session commenced with a banquet at which Ralph L.
Neary presided. Mr. Neary introduced Mr. J. Arthur Phelps of Pueblo,
bead of the local Institute Committee, who in turn presented William
E. Hutton, state chairman of the local Institute Committee. Mr. Hutton
introduced the various judges and bar officials present and called upon
William R. Kelly of Greeley, president of the state Bar, and J. Dexter
Blount of Denver, Governor of the American Bar Association, for a short
talk.
The evening Institute was devoted to a talk by Louis A. Hellerstein
of Denver on chattel mortgages in Colorado.
The Junior Bar held a regional meeting just before the Institute
convened.
San Luis Valley Meeting
The San Luis Valley Legal Institute was held at Alamosa April
19th with George W. Corlett, President of the local Bar Association,
calling the meeting to order. W. W. Platt of Alamosa, chairman of the
local Institute Committee, presided.
The speaker at the afternoon session was Percy S. Morris of Denver,
who talked about the curative statutes passed in relation to real estate;
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and the evening session was devoted to a discussion by Stephen H. Hart
of Denver, who discussed recent decisions in the Supreme Court on tax
matters. Win. R. Kelly of Greeley that afternoon talked briefly on
the purpose and value of Legal Institutes. At the evening meeting G.
Dexter Blount of Denver spoke briefly on Bar Association activities. All
but one lawyer in the valley was present at the Institute and the meeting
was regarded as highly successful.

Law Day at Boulder
The University of Colorado sponsored its anual Law Day on April
27, 1940. The morning and afternoon session of the Law Day were
devoted to discussions of current problems of administrative law. Aaron
W. Warner, regional director of the. National Labor Relations Board,
spoke on the practice and procedure before that board.
The afternoon session was devoted to a discussion of the Administrative Law Bill, also known as the Logan Bill. The speakers were
Professor Henry Weihofen of the University of Colorado Law School,
and Professor Milton Green of the University of Utah Law School. The
morning session was presided over by Win. R. Kelly of Greeley, President of the Colorado Bar Association. S. Arthur Henry, President of
the Denver Bar Association, was the presiding officer of the afternoon
session. A luncheon was held at the Memorial Building under the
auspices of the student Bar Association, at which time Professor Fleming
James, Jr., of Yale University Law School and Acting Dean of the
University of Utah Law School, spoke. J. Colin James, Jr., president
of the student bar organization, presided.
The Law Day closed with an informal dinner in the Memorial
Building at 6:30 p. m. Robert L. Stearns, President of the University
of Colorado, spoke briefly followed by the principal speaker of the
evening, Professor Frederic Putnam Storke of the University of Colorado
School of Law. -Edward Affolter, President of the Boulder County
Bar Association, presided.

Cyrus W. Dolph Dies
Cyrus W. Dolph, prominent Colorado Springs attorney, passed
away at his residence, 1118 East Platte Ave., at 3:30 p. in. Sunday,
March 24th, stricken with a heart attack.
He had been prominent in legal circles and El Paso county politics
for the last forty years.
Mr. Dolph was born'at Brookfield, Wisconsin, June 9, 1871, and
educated near Brookfield, graduating from Carroll College, Waukesha,
Wisconsin, in 1896. He received the degree of LL.B. at the University
of Wisconsin two years later.
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In 1899 Mr. Dolph came to Colorado and after being engaged for
a short time as assistant to Frank Kurie, civil engineer at the Portland
Mine, he entered the law office of John M. Harnan, being admitted to the
Colorado Bar in September, 1899. In the same year he formed a
partnership with W. L. Boatright, which in a year became the firm of
Vanatta, Boatright and Dolph until 1906. At that time it was again
changed to Vanatta and Dolph.
Mr. Dolph was elected in 1902 a representative to the Republican
state assembly and re-elected in 1906, and served as town attorney of
Manitou Springs since 1905. He was a member of El Paso Lodge No.
15, A. F. and A. M., and the Manitou Springs Kiwanis Club.
He was married in 1903 to Miss Leohe M. Nye. He is survived
by his wife and one son, Jerry Dolph, and by two sisters living in Wisconsin.

Denver Bar to Hold Annual Banquet on May 31
Judge Merrill E. Otis will be the principal speaker at the Annual
Banquet of the Denver Bar Association on May 3 1st. The banquet
will be served at 7:00 o'clock in the Lincoln Room of the ShirleySavoy Hotel.
Judge Otis, who is judge of the United States District Court for
the Western District of Missouri, will speak on "Dr. Bonham's Case
and the Higher Law." Reservations to the banquet may be obtained
from James A. Woods, Secretary of The Denver Bar Association, or
from Leo Crowley of Denver. Tickets will be $1.50 per plate.
Lawyers throughout the state are invited and are urged to make
reservations in advance.
Paul W. Lee of Denver has been appointed the representative of the
Colorado Bar Association at the American Law Institute meeting in
Washington, D. C., on May 16, 17 and 18. At this meeting the
Institute will consider final drafts on the restatement of property law and
tentative drafts on security, evidence and criminal justice.
The meeting will be addressed by George Wharton Pepper, its
president, and by Chief Justice Hughes of the United States Supreme
Court.
Frank L. Moorhead of Boulder was selected president of the Boulder
County Bar Association at its annual meeting on April 1st. T. D.
Schey, Jr., of Longmont, was chosen as vice-president, and Lyman P.
Weld of Longmont and Harlan Howlett of Boulder were elected as
treasurer and secretary, respectively.
The Association was host to the graduating seniors of the University of Colorado Law School at its annual Law Day dinner.

The Necessity for a "Standard"
in Federal Wage and
Hour Legislation
By STEPHEN R. McNICHOLS*
Judicial recognition of state wage and hour legislation has received
turbulent and stormy treatment in the courts.1 State legislation directed
toward wage and hour control has been held constitutional by the courts
because it is said to have direct relation to the public health and general
well-being.2 The United States Supreme Court laid violent hands on
the first federal attempt to control wages and hours by the same act in
the Schechter Corp. u. United States.3 The late Mr. Justice Cardozo,
in a concurring opinion which was indorsed by Mr. Justice Stone, characterized the delegation of authority in the Schechter case as "delegation
running riot.' ' 4 He further declared that the "wages and hours of labor
are essential features of the plan, its very bone and sinew."- 5 Chief
Justice Hughes dealt the NIRA a final crushing blow when he stated
that the Industrial Recovery Act supplied no standard for administrative rule making, but instead prescribed the making of codes, which codes
themselves provided for the making of standards. This the Chief Justice described as a legislative function 6
In the opinion of the Court, Chief Justice Hughes said:
"We have repeatedly recognized the necessity of adapting
legislation to complex conditions involving a host of details with
which the national legislature cannot deal directly. We pointed
out in the Panama Company Case that the Constitution has never
been regarded as denying practicality, which will enable it to perform its function in laying down policies and establishing standards,
while leaving to selected instrumentalities the making of subordinate rule within prescribed limits and the determination of facts to
which the policy as declared by the legislature is to apply. But
we said that the constant recognition of the necessity and validity
*Of Denver. Member of District of Columbia and Colorado Bars.
'Muller v. Oregon, 208 U. S. 416 (1908) ; Lochner v. New York, 198 U. S. 45
(1904); Bunting v. Oregon, 243 U. S. 426 (1917); Adkins v. Children's Hospital,
261 U. S. 525 (1922): West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish, 300 U. S. 379 (1936) ;
Associated Industries of Okla. v. Ind. Welfare Comm'n, 90 Pa. (2nd) 899 (1939)
(the court in this case held the statute met constitutional tests, but was unconstitutional
on other grounds.)
'West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish, supra, note (1), page 393.
3295 U. S. 495 (1934).
'Id., 553.
Old.
Old., 541, 542.
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of such provisions, and the wide range of administrative authority
which has been developed by means of them, cannot be allowed
to obscure the limitation of the authority to delegate, if our constitutional system is to be maintained." Pp. 529-530.
It is to be remembered that the states have reserved to themselves
a police power, and it is upon this jurisdiction that they have based the
control of wage and hour legislation. The federal government having
no such power has invoked its jurisdiction over interstate commerce as
a jurisdiction upon which to predicate the control of wages and hours.
In the Schechter case, supra, Congress attempted to delegate to the President an authority to regulate industry which was purely intrastate,
thereby obscuring "the limitation of the authority to delegate," and
thus the NIRA fell into the unconstitutional category.
In certain types of legislation the necessity of providing a standard
is absolutely imperative. In some instances the standard is almost capable of definition; in other types any attempt at definition would result
in violation of due-process concepts. The Court has said that in cases
where the delegation is broad it is enough to declare the policy of the legislature, require the administrative order to be bolstered by findings of7
fact, provide for a fair hearing, and a review by a judicial tribunal.
Where the matter to be delegated requires broad discretionary powers and the subject matter is complex or varying with circumstances, the
Court has said that a wide latitude to "fill in the details" may be delegated. 8
The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 underwent the most bitter
and hard-fought struggle to enactment of all the New Deal legislation.
The focal point of the struggle centered around the issue of setting a
standard.9 Ardent proponents of the bill, anxious to see the bill emerge
from congressional debate and the silent intrigues of committee systems,
fought rigidity in setting a standard; while opposition forces, apprehensive since the Schechter case, supra, of an unconstitutional delegation
' 1 nterstate Commerce Comm'n v. Louisville & Nashville R. R. Co., 227 U. S. 88;
Florida v. United States, 282 U. S. 194; United States v. Baltimore Y Ohio R. Co.,
293 U. S. 454. "The authority conferred has direct relation to the standards prescribed for service of common carriers and can be exercised only upon findings, based on
evidence, with respect to particular conditions of transportation."
"'But when Congress has legislated and indicated its will, it could give to those
who were to act under such general provisions 'power to fill in the details' by establishment of administrative rules and regulations, the violation of which could be punished by fine or imprisonment fixed by Congress . . ." United States v. Grimaud,
220 U. S. 506,31 Sup. Ct. 48 (1911).
"Not only were personal, economic and social viewpoints involved but difficult
constitutional issues were encountered. Those in favor of flexible standards pointed out
that rigid standards would run into serious due-process problems. Those favoring
rigid standards contended the flexible standard involved unconstitutional delegation of
Forsythe, Legislative History of Fair Labor Standards Act, 6 Law &4Con.
powers."
Prob. 478.
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of power, fought the flexible standard. 10 The present act is a studious
attempt to innoculate the lifeless "bone and sinew" of the Blue Eagle
with constitutional serum. The tentative draft, led an oscillatory
carrier to enactment during its course through the House and Senate
due to the American Federation of Labor and the CIO pressure forces,
as well as by the maze of legislative objections due to the prevailing
standard of living in the different sections of the country."
The act provides that one hundred and twenty days after the
enactment every employer subject to the provisions of the act shall be
required to pay his employees a twenty-five cent an hour minimum
wage during the first year and not less than thirty cents an hour thereafter for the next six years, not less than forty cents an hour every
year thereafter. Variations of the forty-cent rate may be made by the
Administrator with the aid of the industry committees. At ino time
may the minimum be lower than thirty cents after the first year. Section 6 (a) further provides that the Administrator, with the assistance of the industry committee, may, at any time after the effective date
of the act, establish a minimum wage scale for any industry covered by
the act, which shall not exceed forty cents an hour. Thus the Administrator, four months after the effective date of the act, may
require an
2
employer to pay his employees a forty cent an hour wage.'
The hour provisions under Section 7 (a) provide that no employer
subject to the act shall employ his employees for a work-week longer
than forty-four hours for the first year after the effective date of the
act; for longer than forty-two hours during the second year from such
date; and for longer than forty hours thereafter.
With the foregoing standards set up providing for a floor for wages
and a ceiling for hours, leaving the administrative "details" to be "filled
in" by the Administrator and the industry committees, it would seem
from the due-process standpoint and the delegation angle the problem
has been met. In the event the Administrator with the aid of the industry.committees does issue a contested order, any person aggrieved thereby
13
may appeal to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals.
Over a period of years there has been considerable discussion and
writing on the advisability and necessity for requiring Congress to estab""The problem was much more basic than merely a disagreement over flexible or
inflexible standards. In the final analysis the argument was one involving different
theories of political science. Those in favor of the flexible standards believed that the
legislation could be best handled by an administrative body of experts who could devote
their whole time to the problem. They argued that Congress did not have the time
or facilities to intelligently cope with the situation. On the other band the persons
favoring rigid standards argued that Congress could, and should, set standards which
would be fair to all concerned. The same problem is at the heart of all government
through administrative agencies." Id., note 79.
DId., 479.
'Section 6 (a).
"Section 10.
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lish a standard in matters of public interest where the regulation and
control is complex and fluctuating with circumstances. This becomes
even more conjectural when we consider the wide degree of control delegated to the Interstate Commerce Commission, 14 Federal Radio Commission, 15 and the Customs Commission. 16 One noted author points
out that liberal delegative authority is usually found in safety and health
regulations, or in other words, "where there are no controversial issues
of policy or of opinion."' 1 7 The same author states that:
"Even here, direct statutory regulation may be preferred, if
the subject matter touches class interests or otherwise has a strong
public appeal . . . Practically equivalent to the absence of contro-

verted issues is their obscurity or non-recognition or non-formulation in the public mind or in the minds of the parties affected.
This applies particularly to economic regulation. It would be
almost inconceivable that the fixing of hours of adult female labor
should be !eft to administrative regulation, in view of the sharp
conflict of interests and of opinion. On the other hand, the factors
of rate regulation are so obscure that delegation suggests itself as
an acceptable solution, even where regulation assumes a distinctly
legislative character . . . it cannot be regarded as other than an

anomaly that Congress should have left it to the Interstate Commerce Commission to determine for future percentage rate of fair
return, tempered though the delegation was by the initial fixing of
the rate by Congress itself, thus setting a standard for the guidance
of the Commission."' 8
The author continued to point out that with the expansion of utilities
regulation and railroad control it may become preferable to liberally
delegate complex problems rather than indulge in the "perils of sectionally influenced legislative intervention."' 19 This continued expansion
will no doubt obviate the impending fears of delegative unc6nstitutionality. In view of the fact that any rigid formulization of wage scales
would be unsatisfactory due to the maze of sectional factors entering
into the field, it seems inescapable that the Wage and Hour Administrator with the aid of an expert body of industry committees which are
comparably as efficient as the Interstate Commerce Commission experts,
should be capable of conducting an equally efficient wage and hour
administration.
"Supra, note 7.

'Federal Radio Commission v. Nelson Bros. Co., 289 U. S.266 (1922).
"Hampton
&Co. v. U. S., 276 U. S. 394 (1927).
"7 Freund, Administrative Powers Over Persons and Property, 1928, p. 218.
see, Goodnow, Principles of Administrative Law in the United States. (1905),

seq.; Cheadle, The Delegation of Legislative Functions, 27 Yale Law Jor., 898.
'Id. Freund at 219.
"Id. Freund at 219.

Then
324, et
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There seem to be but two exceptions outlined by the Supreme Court
to the "delegata potestas non potest delegari" rule: (1) when the Congress is legislating in a very complex matter in which it outlines its
policy and sets out a standard for the commission or executive to follow
and allows the executive or commission to "fill in the details;" and, (2)
where the Congress enacts the law and includes the details merely delegating the time the law shall go into effect according to circumstantial
need at the discretion of the commission or executive. There has apparently never been any clear cut definition or requisite rule whereby such
policies or standards are known to be adequate, thus supplying assurance
that the delegation will be valid. 20 One author has pointed out an
exception to the general rule against delegation of legislative power that
has gone unchallenged by the courts despite the constitutional prohibition based upon the fundamental doctrine of separation of powers.
State legislatures have universally delegated complete and autonomous
powers to municipalities without fixing standards or declaring policies,
when the constitutions of the respective states clearly proclaim that
legislative powers shall be vested in the general assemblies. 21 This is
clearly a delegation of legislative power contrary to established constitutional principles. The rate making cases 22 formerly referred to show
clearly how liberal administrative regulation of industry affected with
public interest, coupled with the added factor of convenience, is desirable and entirely practical. Judge Brewer, very early, in Chicago 3
N. W. R. Co. v. Dey, stated:
"There is no inherent vice in such delegation of power; nothing in the nature of things which would prevent the state, by
constitutional enactment at least, from intrusting these powers to
such a board; and nothing in such constitutional action which
would invade any rights guaranteed by the federal constitution
• . . the reasonableness of a rate change with the changed conditions of circumstance. That which would be fair and reasonable
today, six months or a year hence may be too high or too low
"23

Such may well turn out to be the case in the administration of the Fair
Labor Standards Act. What is fair and adequate in regard to wages
and hours may change with the circumstances-political, economic and
general living conditions. The necessity of providing a standard, other
than a specific declaration of policy, might likely prove to be of little
value, and might even prove to be a handicap in providing effective
'Ray and Wienke, Uncharted Seas of Delegated Power, 29 Ill. L. R. 1027, 1028.
'Foster, Delegation of Legislative Power to Administrative Officers, 7 IMi. L. R..

398.

"See note (7), supra.
'35 Fed. 866 (1888).
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administration in view of the declared policy to

.

.

"correct and as

rapidly as practicable to eliminate the conditions above referred to in such
industries without substantially curtailing employment or earning
power," these conditions referred to by Congress having been said to
be, labor conditions "detrimental to the maintenance of the minimum
standard of living necessary for health, efficiency and general well-being
of workers. ' 24 It is conceivable that a basic floor for wages and a
ceiling for hours might be Procrustean in the most objectionable sense.
An economic slump might drive some of the industries out of existence.
If administrative discretion could be exercised upon a finding of fact
that such circumstances did exist, an administrative order might preserve the industries through a critical period. True, the Administrator
does have the power to fluctuate the wage and hour scale between the
statutory limits, but this may at times prove inapplicable.
The Panama Refining Co. v.Ryan 25 added little or nothing to the
former decisions on the question of providing a standard: but did
serve the purpose of showing the needlessness of requiring a standard
in certain cases. In that case the President was authorized to limit and
prohibit the transportation in interstate commerce of petroleum products in excess of limitations prescribed by the authorities, whether it be
by a board, commission or an executive order. This was declared void
because the Court said that Congress could not delegate its legislative
power without reference to a standard. And secondly that the administrative order or executive order must contain a factual statement to
justify the order. Again in this case there is no standard specifically
set out, nor is there need for one. The President either prohibits or
allows the transportation of petroleum products in interstate commerce.
If he finds the oil is "hot" he prohibits it; if not, he does not interfere.
Mr. Justice Cardozo found a standard implied in the act. And it is
pointed out that specific phrases in the act do not constitute a standard
and they are self-contradictory if taken literally totaken separately,
26
gether.
In Mahler v. Eby 2 7 the Court held an alien ruling invalid merely
because the Secretary of Labor in rejecting aliens according to the statute
The
did not add the surplusage that the aliens were "undesirable."
to
a
prerequisite
is
of
fact
determination
a
such
Court declared that
deportation, and that by not including the finding of fact the statute
was not complied with.
'Section 2 (a)

and 2 (b).

See also Herman, The Administration and Enforce-

ment of the FairLabor Standards Act, 6 Law V Con. Prob. 368.
'55 Sup. Ct. 241 (1935).
t
Cousens, Delegation of Legislative Power, 33 Mich. L.R.539, 540, 541, 542.
*r264 U. S.32 (1934).
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The effect of the Mahler v. Eby case and the Panama Refining Co.
v. Ryan2 8 decisions is to require a standard which is not real and useful,
but merely formal-better stated:
"A standard must be imposed by legislation delegating regulatory power, but how real must the standard be? If the United
States v. Chemical Foundation9 is to be followed it will not extend
further than to require the addition of a few vague words to federal
statutes and presidential proclamations . . . A standard must
be set, but previous cases teach how vague such a standard may be
and there is certainly nothing here irreconcilable with those cases.
The court has indeed set a limit but it is formal rather than substantial and the slightest care in drafting will avoid infringing it."30
The Supreme Court of Oklahoma in a recent decisions' presents
an enlightened view of wage control by an administrative body. Although the Oklahoma law3 2 was held to be unconstitutional because the
Oklahoma State Constitution provided that every act of the legislature
may only embrace one subject, which subject shall be expressed clearly
in the title, 33 the statute met constitutional tests in regard to delegation
of powers to the Industrial Commission. It is interesting to note that
the legislature granted very broad powers to the Industrial Commission.
The Commission, after investigation, was given the power to establish
wages to be paid to workers in any industry or trade, with the exception
of those specifically excluded.3 4 This decision is indicative of a clean break
from the atrophied fetters of the police power theory as a basis for wage
and hour control: economic considerations are equally weighty. The
Oklahoma Court, discussing one of its formerly adjudicated cases, 3 5
confirmed that generally the legislative powers cannot be delegated, but
there are certain well defined exceptions to this rule.
.. . the Legislature is authorized to outline by general law
the general scope and purpose of the laws and delegate to an administrative commisison the power to promulgate administrative rules
and regulations. These rules may be and are in many instances
legislative in character. . . . The United States Supreme Court
and inferior federal courts have at all times recognized that while
55 Sup. Ct. 241 (1935).
272 U. S. 1 (1926).
(Note-This case held that a public sale under the
Trading with the Enemy Act (40 Stat. 459 at 460) was valid because the president
authorized the sale of enemy properties according to vague and broad general standards
set out in the act.)
"Id., note 26, at 543, 544.
'Associated Industries v. IndustrialWelfare Comm'n, 90 P. (2nd) 899 (1939).
"Oklahoma Laws, 1936-1937, c.52.
'See section 57, article 5.
"Section 3Refining
and 5. Co.
.Sterling
et at. v. Walker et a., 165 Okla. 45, 25 P. (2nd) 312.
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it is contrary to the Federal Constitution to delegate legislative
powers, strictly speaking, yet when the legislative power sought to
be delegated is in defined limits and for the purpose of accomplishing the proper administration of the law, the general effect of
which has been stated in appropriate legislative provisions, the delegation is not contrary to the provisions of the Constitution." p.

904.
After citing numerous cases and authorities the Oklahoma Court states:
"From the foregoing authorities it is apparent that the power
to determine the policy of the law is primarily legislative, and cannot be delegated whereas the power to make rules of a subordinate
character in order to carry out that policy and apply it to varying
conditions although partaking of a legislative character, is in its
dominant aspect administrative and can be delegated." _p. 904.
The Oklahoma legislature did not prescribe any specific standards
for wages in this case. It did not set a minimum wage, but merely outlined its policy and left the wage standard to be set by the Commission.
"The employment of wage earners at inadequate wages or
under conditions of labor detrimental to health is by the terms
of the act made unlawful. The administrative board is empowered
to determine upon investigation what are adequate minimum wages
and wholesome conditions of employment and to promulgate rules
for the creation and maintenance of such wages and conditions.
These are essential characteristics of the Washington, Oregon and
Minnesota acts upheld in the cases cited, supra. We are impressed
by the reasoning in those cases. A different conclusion could not
be announced in this case except upon consideration of an unsound
distinction or an unnatural interpretation of the act." p. 906.
Who knows-better than the body of experts in the Interstate Commerce Commission, Federal Radio Commission, Federal Trade Commission, or the Administrator with the aid of expert industry committees,
what standards are fair and necessary? Certainly not the courts which
have neither the time nor the facilities for making such a study. The
Fair Labor Standards Act 6 provides for an appeal to the Circuit Court
of Appeals. With the guarantee against an arbitrary or unreasonable
order from the Administrator, it is difficult to see why a rigid standard
should be necessary in this type of administration.
If setting a standard means a specific declaration of policy, there
can certainly be no quarrel with that: but on the other hand, if setting a
standard means a detailed wage standard, one that of necessity must pre8

" Section 10.
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scribe a limit beyond which the commission has no province, and those
limits confine and hamper the proper administration of the declared policy, then we are defeating the very policy of the act by useless constrictions. 3 7 Fixing wage and hour standards is one of those functions which
can best be determined by an expert body. When Congress attempts to
do the rule making by setting up confining limits which cannot expand
and contract adequately to the needs, the advantages as well as the very
function of administrative law are not being utilized. Professor Cheadle
brought this point home with great force:
"The administrative field includes all acts legislative in nature
beyond the adoption of the broad policy, so that in this sense the
legislature too performs essentially administrative functions when
it works out details in the application of the policy.
"Thus, the legislative power, while concerning itself with new
rules for the future, has as its true and proper subject-matter the
broad policy which it declares. All details in the application of the
policy may be delegated, though these details may involve the exercise of discretion and a choice between policies subordinate to the
broad policy of the legislature. Therefore, if Article I, section I
stood alone as an expression of the duty of Congress, that body
need only indicate the policy to be pursued, and it will have exercised the power conferred upon it. The further legislative acts of
laying down in detail the rule to be followed might well be done
by Congress, or at its option, delegated to any person or body whose
possible activities are not expressly or impliedly circumscribed by
the Constitution. For instance, these legislative functions and
duties could not be conferred upon the courts provided for in the
Constitution, but they might well be conferred upon some part of
the executive branch because historically the executive has always
had some legislative duties to perform and the Constitution puts
upon him the duty of participating in certain legislative matters.
The executive is more interested than any other branch of the
government in the form, the machinery and the details of the law,
because these matters have a bearing upon its practical and efficient
execution. Especially may the legislative power be vested in other
functionaries or boards anomalous in character,brought into being
to give expertness and length to the legislative arm in the application of its policies through detailed rules. Such bodies would not
be prohibited from exercising their duties and functions through
any implied inhibition growing out of the doctrine of the separation of powers. This construction is strengthened by consideration
of the provisions of Article I, section 8, paragraph 18 of the Con'Cheadle, supra, 27 Yale L. Jor., 897.
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stitution and the construction placed thereon by the Supreme Court
of the United States. That paragraph provides:
" 'The Congress shall have the power . . . to make all laws
which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution the
foregoing powers.'
"Thorough investigations by Congress through its committees, and the working out of minute details of laws are administrative functions which Congress has heretofore largely assumed,and not improperly so long as it can effectively handle them. But
Congress can as properly delegate these functions, retaining to itself
only the control and direction of policies. In fact this becomes
the duty of Congress whenever it finds that these functions can be
more efficiently performed by some other person or body. In such
case under the provisions of Article I, section 8, paragraph 18, it
becomes the duty of Congress to delegate the making of detailed
rules to an expert board or to an individual having the necessary
skill and information. In doing this Congress is 'making laws
which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into effect the foregoing powers.' And this is the true point of connection between
'necessity' and the power to delegate legislative functions.
...
Congress may not delegate the choosing of policies nor
the duty of formally enacting the policy into law, but it may
formulate that policy as broadly and with as much or as little detail
as it sees proper and it may deleaate the duty of working out the
details and the application of the policy to the situation it was
intended to meet. The rule, tberefore,-so far as there may be
said to be a rule against the delegation of legislative powers-is not
a prohibition against delegations of legislative functions or of the
duty to do acts legislative in their nature after Congress has laid
down the broad rule; but it is a prohibition of the attempted subdelegation of the very power itself or the duty of meeting in annual
session and declaring the national will in some form of enactment
in the general laws. As to when the necessity for delegation exists,
the decision rests with the legislative body-a discretion not to be
disturbed by the courts except in clear cases of abuse. The very
fact of the separation of powers should make courts more careful
in this respect." 38
In applying these thoughts to the administration of the Fair Labor
Standards Act, one is presented with a vexing question. There seems
to be no necessity for prescribing wage and hour limits which are to be
determined in any case by a finding of fact; i.e., by making a survey of
living conditions, industrial conditions, prices, markets, and in general
by securing a composite cross-section of the factors entering into the
problem, and then setting a wage and hour standard accordingly.
81d., 899, 900, 901.

(Italics supplied.)
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If we come to the conclusion that the courts require a standard,
that is, merely a formal standard, without reference to its usefulness
and pragmatic 'results, then we are surely becoming arithmetic in our
application of administrative law, the very essence of which is discretion
delegated because of convenience and necessity due to complexity.

DISCIPLINE OF ATTORNEY BY ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD
(The Steady Reach for Power)
A recent amendment of the rules of practice of the Federal Trade
Commission deserves attention by the bar. On December 22, 1939, a
new paragraph of Rule XIII was promulgated dealing with the power
of a trial examiner with relation to the conduct of counsel. The trial
examiner is directed to note on the record any disregard by counsel of
his rulings and, where he deems it necessary, to make special written
report thereof to the Commission. "In the event that counsel for the
Commission or for any respondent shall be guilty of disrespectful, disorderly, or contumacious language or conduct in connection with any
hearing, the Trial Examiner may suspend the proceeding and submit
to the Commission his report thereon, together with his recommendations as to whether any rule should be issued to show cause why such
counsel should not be suspended or disbarred pursuant to Rule IV or
subjected to other appropriate action in respect thereto."
The new
Rule further provides that a copy of the trial examiner's report shall be
furnished to counsel and that the Commission will take disciplinary
action only after an opportunity for hearing has been given to such
counsel.
The adoption of this Rule raises the question whether a trial examiner or a member of the Commission should possess the power to
discipline members of the bar. Under the Federal Trade Commission
Act neither the members of the Commission nor the trial examiners are
required to be members of the bar, nor are they in any sense of the word
to-be regarded as judges. While no one should condone an attorney's
language or conduct which is disorderly, it is open to serious question
whether any layman, or, for that matter, any fellow-member of the
bar should be empowered to discipline an attorney for language which
the former considers "disrespectful."
An attorney is often required to
defend the rights of his client with vigor. Such vigor may easily be
deemed disrespectful by a prejudiced trial examiner or commissioner.
Reference may be made in this connection to the recent opinion of the
Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit in the case of Inland
Steel Company v. National Labor Relations Board, where the conduct
of the trial examiner was found to compare most unfavorably with the
conduct of counsel.
(Lawyer Service Letter, N. Y. State Bar Assn., Jan. 31, 1940.)

Supreme Court Decisions
Habeas Corpus; Child; Custody; Full Faith and Credit Clause of the
Constitution. No. 14592. Decided January 1, 1940. Hedgen, etc.
v. Byrne. DistrictCourt, Jefferson County. Hon. Samuel W. Johnson, Judge. Affirmed. In Department.
FACTS: A. Petitioner sought a writ of habeas corpus to compel production in court of a minor child and for a determination of its
proper custody. The trial court sustained a general demurrer to the
petition.
B. The child was the issue of the marriage of the plaintiff in
error (father) and defendant in error (mother) in Michigan which was
the matrimonial domicile. In 1936, a final decree in divorce in an action
by the wife was granted her in Michigan and she was awarded the
custody of the child. The father, under the decree, was entitled to
custody at certain times. Shortly after the decree was entered, the father
went to South America and the mother brought the child to Colorado
where she obtained employment and established her residence.
C. The parents of the father, then petitioned the Michigan court
for a modification of the original decree and requested the appointment
of a legal guardian. The mother was served with notice of this hearing,
but she made no appearance in the Michigan hearing. The plaintiff
in error, H., was appointed guardian and the court decreed the custody
of the minor to him. He demanded the child; it was refused; he filed
petition for writ of habeas corpus.
HELD: 1. The Colorado court was not bound to recognize
the orders of the Michigan court under the full faith and credit clause
of the Constitution.
2. The primary and controlling issue in cases of this kind is the
interest and welfare of the child.
3. A petition for habeas corpus, in this kind of a matter, based
solely on the full faith and credit clause, does not state grounds sufficient to authorize the issuance of such a writ.
4. Although there were allegations to the effect that defendant
in error was-not a bona fide resident of Colorado, but a fugitive from
Michigan on the eve of the presentation of a petition to change the
custody of the child, the Michigan court did not so determine, nor did
that court adjudge her in contempt for violation of any former order.
5. The case of People v. Torrence, 94 Colo. 47, 27 P. (2d)
1038, applies here.
Opinion by Mr. Justice Bakke. Mr. Chief Justice Hilliard and
Mr. Justice Burke concur.
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Quiet Title; Unknown Defendants; Publication of Summons; Duty to
Notify Defendants Discovered After Entry of Order for Publication and Before Decree, Setting Aside Decree Within Year; Petition to Vacate Judgement. No. 14494. Decided January 1, 1940.
Bray, etc. v. Germain Investment Company. District Court, Denver. Hon. Otto Bock, Judge. Reversed. In Department.
HELD:
1. It is error for the trial court to refuse to vacate a judgment and set aside a decree in a quiet title suit where it appears that the
names of some of the unnamed defendants were made known to the
plaintiff in the suit to quiet title, after order for publication of summons was entered and before the decree was signed.
2. The information was such that had it been acted upon, the
plaintiff would have been able to secure the names of all of the holders
of the various notes secured by a deed of trust which the suit attempted
to cut out.
3. There was a duty on the plaintiff, after obtaining the information concerning some of the originally unknown noteholders to
act upon the information and to attempt to obtain personal service in
Colorado or substituted service outside of the state.
4. The law permitting the rights of unknown parties to be cut
off upon service by publication in actions in rem is limited strictly to
cases of necessity. "If reasonable diligence to discover the identity of a
party interested in the res involved in an action is not exercised and
service is made upon him by publication of summons-in which he is
not named-issued on a complaint describing him as an unknown
party, such service should not be permitted to be the basis of a judgment cutting off rights in the res involved."
5. Granting that reasonable diligence in determining the defendants was exercised prior to the time the order to publish was entered,
that such diligence did not disclose the identity of the noteholders,
nevertheless, when without being under legal obligation to use more
diligence, knowledge of the identity and of the addresses of the defendants described as unknown came to the plaintiff before the service of
summons was begun by even a first publication, the spirit of the law
required that reasonable effort then be made, in the light of that knowledge, to bring actual notice to such persons of the pendency of an action
affecting their rights in or to the res involved in the litigation.
6. Section 50 of the code permits unknown parties not personally served to move to set aside the judgment within one year after its
entry.
7. "If under Section 50 it is ever necessary to tender or otherwise
disclose a prima facie good defense, such showing is not required where
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application to vacate the judgment is based on lack of service and,
therefore, want of jurisdiction to enter the decree."
8. "Paragraph 81 of our code is applicable only in cases where
valid service has been had and one served is seeking to be relieved of his
failure or neglect to plead to the complaint. In such a case a defense
prima facie sufficient to require a different judgment must be clearly
disclosed by tendered pleading or otherwise."
9. A holder of notes secured by a trust deed has an interest in
land.
10. It is immaterial that the holder of the notes obtained them
after the decree was signed so long as his assignors were not properly
served.
Opinion by Mr. Justice Young. Mr. Chief Justice Hilliard and
Mr. Justice Knous concur.

Criminal Law; Burglary; Instructions; Drunkenness; Motion for New
Trial; Newly Discovered Evidence. No. 14696. Decided February 13, 1940-McPhee v. People. District Court, Denver. Hon.
Robert W. Steele, Judge. Affirmed. En Banc.
HELD: 1. The court did not err in refusing to give a tendered
instruction to the effect that while voluntary drunkenness is no excuse for
a crime, still it may be considered by the jury for the purpose of determining intent to commit the crime charged. The court's instructions
numbers 9 and 10 covered the question properly and followed the
language of the pertinent part of Section 10, Chapter 48, '35 C. S. A.
2. The court did not err in refusing to give instruction containing a definition of sanity as given by Webster's dictionary. The court
fully instructed the jury on that feature of the case, and no objection
was made to the giving of such instructions. "Under the established
rule, the assignment (of error) on this point calls for no further consideration."
3. Where it appears that the alleged newly discovered evidence,
upon which defendant bases request for new trial, was within defendant's knowledge at time of trial, the trial court did not err in refusing
new trial.
4. Evidence examined and found to be sufficient to justify trial
court in refusing a directed verdict.
Opinion by Mr. Justice Bock.
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